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Kim explains the reason pianists are suffering from pains while they play the piano. She describes the elements of muscles and bones in the human body and tries to figure out solutions for the pain through doctors’ advice. On this basis, she did a survey of college and graduate students who have a piano major and instructors who teach piano students about the amount of time they should spend practicing and what to do if they experience pain. Finally, Kim gives several methods that prevent pain and injury by doing stretches to relax the body before they practice.


The teacher who writes this article demonstrates how the teacher can improve their pupils’ piano skills without long hours of wearisome technique drill and suggests appropriate methods. Increasing a student’s technique can consume a long time and they cannot always feel an immediate effect. He asserts that students have to practice regularly and intelligently.

In this thesis, Kim suggests that effective teaching methods use the body structure and movement for techniques such as <Czerny 30 Etudes>. She compares the finger school that emphasized the finger movements in the 18th century, and the physiological body school that emphasized the use of whole body in the 19th century. Kim suggests 12 teaching methods that include exercises such as scales, rotation, arpeggios, and so on.


When pianists play the piano, they have a variety of problems both physically and mentally. He proposes several methods of improving piano skills and he monitors what problem-solving behavior and practice strategies can be observed in students during their practice sessions. He found that a strong connection exists between the personality of the pianist and musical motivation of practice.


Kim explains how the piano is composed and provides students with some methods in understanding the exercise of piano techniques, which she argues by giving examples such as trill, octave, tremolo, leap, and others. She also mentions the relationship between the physical and mental.

She mentions the Lister-Sink Method that can prevent the injury from during the pianist efforts to improve their piano technique. The Lister-Sink is composed of biomechanics, anatomy, Alexander Technique and the aspect of pedagogy.


Peal gives more than 150 exercises, tips, and explanation for helping to understand of the mental and physical approach to the piano. He provides a wide variety of methods for improving technique in very detail. Also, Peal supplies the information of some great composers and their daily workouts.


Shamoto explains that pain has a negative effect on both mental and physical and performance habits affect as a risk factor for pain. He provides that definitions of a posture and a healthy posture, and common poor postures with the analysis.


Wheatley-Brown concentrates the physical aspect of piano technique and gives three pedagogical approaches such as scientific, individualized, and injury-preventive approaches. Also, he mentions the tension, relaxation, arm weight, and hand and finger shape by analyzing.

The authors give the method to injury-free technique, physical and musical freedom without muscular tension. Tension causes injury and they describe the positive and negative role of tension and provide five pedagogues who have developed piano technique approaches.


Woo focus on exercising and contends the education that preventing the development of bad habits in piano technique start from an early age. He offers a diversity of exercises ways for hands, body such as gymnastic, stretching, independence exercises, and so on. Moreover, he recommends that plan for daily preliminary exercises.


Woo examine the cause of pain in playing the piano and he proposes the proper posture in practicing the piano. The author accounts for diseases from the wrong posture. He investigates the reason of the pain through the students who have a major piano in music school and gives several methods of stretching.